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Folding of a Paper Document
from Quseir al-Qadim:
a method of archiving?
Anne Regourd

uring the most recent camp aign of excav ations conducted by the Univ ersity of Southampton
at the site of Quseir al-qadim (QAQ, Egypt) in 2003, an unusual "object" was found,
consisting of a sheet of paper folded into an equilateral triangle.' (Fig. 1.) The folding,
conducted with great care, closed the sheet irrevocably upon itself. On the visible surface could
be fo und some writing, some of which had been erased by mechanical action; the corners of the
triangle, the most exposed parts, had been soiled, probably by organic malter of human or animal
origin.
This object was actually found in a trash heap of Ayyü bid remains, prob ably formed during
the Mamlük period (Trench 13): locations 5500 and 5520 contained some documents datable to
the end of the Ayy übid period, thanks to the identification of some individuals who figure in them ,
while the object with which we are concemed came to light in location 5523.
Once opened, our paper revealed two important things. First of ail, a written fragment of
smaller dime nsions was lodged inside the larger paper. Second, the larger piece was not square
in shape, but rectangular. In such a case, folding along the diagonal in order to end up with an
equilateral triangle necessaril y produ ces a remnant that, here, was re-folded "slipper-like'' toward
the interior of the triangle, thus producing the hermetic sealing of the paper upon itself (see Figure
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Fig. 1. The fol ded document fr om Ouseir al-qad ïm .
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Examination of the large
and smaIl papers immediately
revealed that they were both
fragmentary and that the
wri ting was done in the same
hand. Il was therefore easy to
think of puttin g them together.
Comb ined, the two pieces then
form a complete document,
one of the rare letters reporting
commercial transactions in the
Southampton collection that
is complete from beginning
to end, aside from the ends
of several lines, which are
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missing because of the abrasion mentioned
above . Thi s letter is, moreover, particularly
long: one counts 17 lines on the recto and 15
on the verso, to which one must add the end
of the closing formula, which figures on the
right margin, on one !ine.
As is usual ly the case with commercial
letter s from QAQ, the letter touches on
several subjects, six of them very exactly,
includin g someone 's sickness, the sencting of
sorne good s, the priee and condition of crops ,
and sorne acco unts. But in contrast with other
letters , in this case the changes of subjec t are
signaled by the use of the sarne formu la:
"ya ma wlâ 'ï," The structure of the letter,
which furthermore falls into major divisions
(laudatory introductory formulae, main body,
closing formulae), is thus very clear. One of
the individuals mentioned in the letter, called
'" abd al-Mukhlis, may be associated with
Ahm ad 'abd al-N ajïb Musa ibn Mukh lis,
"Ahmad, the servant of al-Najïb Musa ibn
Mukhlis,' who appear s in another letter of
QAQ (see Guo 2004 : 254-55 , verso !ine 4).
This association serves to confirm the dating
of the text to the Ayy übid period , specifically
the end of the Ayy übid period , since Li Guo
decided to select fragmen ts from the Chicago
collection on the grounds that they formed
the archive of a single company, that of Abu
Mufarrij. But, surely, we cannot be absolutely
certain that this identification of individuals is
exact.
Examination of the edges of the two
fragmentsreveals c1early that theoriginal letter
was tom up. Moreover, the document was
tom in two pieces - and not into a thousand
shred s-thus permitting the reconstitution of
the original text in its entirety at any moment.
Was it, then, a case of accidentai or intentional
tearing up? Even if one cannot absolutely
m ie out the possibility of an accidentaI
dism emberment, a very interesting lead has
been opened by documents of the sale of
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Fig. 2. The melhod of folding .
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slaves, in Greek : several of these documents, accordi ng to those who study them , appear to have
been intenti onally darnaged in order to cancel any obligation. This procedure finds a parallel in the
cancellation by putting diagonal bars on crossed-out papers (Feissel, Gascou , Teixidor 1997).
Amo ng the Quseir documents, the only other mark for the end of a transaction that 1 have
been able to iden tify is this of the crossed-out papers. In this case, they are lists of commodities
followed by a q uantit y, crossed o ut with diagonal bars; but we cannot know for sure whether they
refer to quantities del ivered or paid for, nor whether the transaction is written from the perspective
of the supplier or the recipient. Several lists separated by a horizo ntal line are sometimes to be
foun d in the same docwnent (examples in Guo 2004 : 284, and no, 6, 263-265 , no. 68, 284-86 ;
Regourd Forthcoming 2009). This system of marki ng is, yes, differen t from the one that concems
us and, besides, 1 have not been able to identify other cases of documents tom in two .
Th ese observations on the manner in which the paper was tom, on the practices followed
duri ng com merc ial tran sactions, combi ned with the herm etic folding into a triangle, raises the
follow ing question : are we not dealing here with a method of archivi ng or storage, the nature of
which is in sorne measure called forth by the division of the document into two parts?
It is true that finding othe r examples to support this phenomenon is a challe nge, whether
in the co llections of documents from QAQ or through the publications from othe r co llections.
However, works devoted to folding are still lirnited in number, and mostly concem papyri rather
than paper doc uments (see bibliography). The docum ents, when they reach the papyrologists, are
already co nserve d, generally under glass or plexiglass, complicating the reconstitution of folds.
And , at this stage, one must still rema in prud en t, for the practice of rolling documents survived into
the Ayyübid and M amlük periods; we mu st still establish sorne criteria by "feel" to decide whether
a document had been folded or rolled.
But the real problem lies ahead ofus, in the archaeo logical practice offlattenin g documents
ou t in order to ph otograph them, without noting down the different stages in opening them up.
Docum ents collec ted in excavations, however, are precisely those that might reveal this kind of
information.
The manner of folding, as 1 have tried to show here, may provide ev idence of methods of
archiving. Follow ing on these first inquiri es, we should be sure not to lose sight of other elues. Are
different ways of folding markers of types of documen ts? Th is, it seems to me, is one interesting
aspect of the studies, still in their infancy, on the ways talismans are folded. To close on a point
of methodo logy : we mu st insist on the importance of a systematic recording of the methods of
arc hiving , in particular of folding.

Endnotes
1

Two camp aigns of excavation thatuncoveredIslamic materialswerecarried out at QAQ:the ûrst, conducted

by D. Whitcomb for the Universityof Chicago, took place in 1978, 1980, and 1982; the second, conducted by
D. Peacock and L. Blue for the University of Southampton, occurred over five years, from 1999 until 2003.
80 paper documents from the Chicago collection were published by Li Guo (Guo 2004), who presents
the characteristics of the assemblage in his introduction. For a general presentation of the Southampton

collection, see Regourd 2003, Regourd 2004, and Regourd Forthcoming 2008. A monograph comprising
publication of roughly 50 documents is in preparation (Regourd Forthcoming 2009); it could not have been
realized without the fi nancial support of the AHRC for the University of Leeds project "Reconstructing the
Quseiri Arabie Documents" (RQAD). 1offer warm thanks the members of the Southampton archaeological
team, who willingly responded to my questions over a lengthy period. The document examined here bears
the inventory number QAQI PAü597.
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2 It is worth noting that the trash heap also yie lded other org anic artifac ts, sorne fa brics, and sorne co pper
objects; see Peacock, Blue, and Moser (eds.)(2003), and Peacock and B lue (Forthcoming 2008).
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